
The internal system of score calculation for the National Higher Education
Scholarship at the SZTE Faculty of Economics

I. Studies

1. Study  average:  the  arithmetic  mean  of  the  weighted  credit  average  of  two  semesters  to  two
decimal places. Only the grades recorded in the Electonic Study System by the exact time of the
application’s evaluation shall be taken into consideration.

The final score shall be determined as follows: 
(average calculated in the above detailed manner - 4,5) * 100
maximum: 50 points

2. Scores awarded for accredited language certificates recorded in the Electronic Study System.
C level proficient 5 points
C level intermediate with professional specialisation) 4 points
C level intermediate 3 points
B level 2 points
A level 1 point

maximum: 10 point

   
I. altogether maximum: 60 points

II: Certified professional activities in the time period relevant for the evaluation of the 
application

Documented, certified research, publication maximum: 5 points

OTDK (National Scientific Students' Associations Conference)
1st place:       10 points
2nd place:         8 points
3rd place and special prize: 6 points
Simple participation:  4 pont

involvement in other, professional or academic competitions (documented and certified) 
1st place:      5 points
2nd place:      4 points
3rd place and special prize: 3 points
Simple participation:      2 points

holding a teacher’s assistant position:
2 semesters:      10 points
1 semester:       5 points

II. Altogether maximum: 30 points

I. Certified sporting, public or other activities in the time period relevant for the evaluation
of the application

certified involvement in a student organisation maximum: 5 points
an outstanding sporting or cultural achievement (certified) maximum: 5 points

III. Altogether maximum: 10 points but no more than 10% of the student’s 
overall score.

I. + II. + III. altogether maximum: 100 points

In the event of a draw the higher Study score (Section I.) shall be prefered. If this is also a draw then the study 
average shall be used to create the final ranking.
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